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The Dandy Lift & Tilt is an inexpensive, highly reliable hydraulic lift that can transport, lift & tilt a variety of junior 
industrial containers.  The unique action of the platform raising vertically while tilting is ideal for loading or 

unloading small parts that need to be nested or stacked in totes, tubs and containers. 
 

With a capacity of nearly 800 lb., a platform of 23” x 35” with retainer lip, the caster wheels  
and convenient push handle - it is a truly universal design. 

 
 

 Platform tilts as it raises >>>>    The container is optimally presented to the operator 
because the lift & tilt action is simultaneous 

 
 Unique foot pump design >>>>    Minimizes the force required to raise loads and 

reduces the total number of strokes required 
 
 Compact, light weight design >>>>   Provides for ease of mobility and maneuverability in 

cramped work areas 
 
 Baked enamel finish and chrome controls >>>> High quality, professionally executed overall  

appearance is a plus for any work environment    
    

 Formed edge platform >>>>    Smooth rounded corners are “user friendly “ 
 
 Roller bearings in floor wheels >>>>   Hi-quality industry grade bearings fitted into soft  

faced wheels for easy, resistant-free transport, 
even under full load 

 
 Positive floor lock >>>>      Easy operation and positive locking to enhance use 

and promote safety  
 

 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>>    Reduces the possibility of system leakage and 
promotes seal life 

 
• Fully adjustable down speed >>>>    The down speed is directly controlled by the 

operator 
 
 Fully plumbed, and ready to operate >>>>   No assembly required* 
 
 Durability and dependability >>>>   Over a decade of corporate records; extremely low 

warranty burden  quality - quality - quality 
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